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CHARACTERIZATION OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
OF VECTOR VALUED FUNCTIONS AND MEASURES 
Z U Z A N A B U K O V S K A , Kosice 
In paper [4] by I. K l u v a n e k a neccessary and sufficient condition is 
given for a function with values in a Banach space to be a Fourier transform 
of some vector valued measure. However, this condition does not allow us 
to decide whether the given measure is of finite variation or whether it is an 
identifinite integral of a vector valued function. I n this paper a neccessary 
and sufficient condition for a function to be a F^ourier transform of a vector 
valued measure writh finite variation is given. Moreover, we give a neccessary 
and sufficient condition for a vector valued function to be a Fourier transform 
of another vector valued function. The given conditions are a generalization 
of those given by J.S.W^. W7ong in [6] for the scalar valued case. 
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, r its dual group. Let X be a 
Banach space with a norm || . ||. In the whole paper, the words ,,vector 
valued" mean ,,with values in X". A vector valued function / defined on G 
is Bochner integrable, written f e L\(G, X), if f ||/(x)|| dx < oo. The Bochner 
G 
norm is denoted by ||/||iH, i.e. ||/||iH = f \f(x)\\ dx (for exact definitions see 
G 
E. H i l l e , U.S. P h i l l i p s [3]). A vector valued measure on G is a G-additive 
measure with values in X defined on the set 0t(G) of all Borel subsets of G. 
A vector valued measure JU on G is of finite variation if there exists a real 
valued finite measure v such that \\JU(E)\\ ^ v(E) for every E e &(G). The 
terminology and notations are those of L.H. L o o mis [5]. 
We denote by A(F, X) the set of all Fourier transforms of the functions 
belonging to L^G, X). T h u s , / e A(T, X) if/ = g i.e. f(y) = f g(x) ( - x, y) dx 
G 
y e V, for some g e L\(G, X). 
The set of all Fourier transforms of vector valued measures on G with 
finite variation is denoted by B(r, X). Thus, fe B(F, X) if / = n, i.e. f(y) = 




In this paper, a characterization of A(F, X) and B(r, X) is presented. 
In the next, we assume that there is a sequence of scalar valued functions 
wn on r with the following properties: 
(i) wn are continuous with compact support and wn(F) ^ < 0, 1) ; 
(ii) the sequence {ivn}™=i is increasing and lim wn(y) = 1 for each y e F: 
W->00 
(iii) we denote &n(x) = J wn(y) (x, y) dy, x e G. The sequence {0n}n=i is an 
r 
approximative unit in Li(G). 
The existence of such a sequence for Fer-compact was proved by E. H e w i t t 
in [2]. 
J^et / be a vector valued function defined on F. We define a function Fn 
on G as follows: 
Fn(x) = J f(y)wn(y) (x, y) dy, x e G. 
r 
The denotations &n, ^vn/, Fn are used throughout the whole paper. 
Lemma 1. Let A, B be spaces with o-additive measures a, /?, respectively. Let f 
be a function from A x B into X. If f is integrable on A x B then 
J f[xy y) d(a X 13) = \(\ f(x, y) da) d/? = J (J f(x, y) d/3) da. 
Proof : By assumption fe Li(A X B, X), i. e. J \\f(x, y)\\ d(a X /3) < oo. 
From the classical Pubini theorem it follows that / e Li(B, X) for a-almost 
all xe A and fe Li(A, X) for /3-almost all y e B. Using linear functional 
on X the equality follows directly. 
Lemma 2. 0n is an approximative unit for Li(G, X), i. e. 
(1) |i \ 0n(x — y) g(y)dy — g(x)\\iB-> 0 when n-± oo 
G 
for every g e Li(G, X). 
Proof : If E is a measurable subset of G, x e X then using (iii), one can easily 
prove (1) for g = x %E {%E denotes the characteristic function of the set E). 
As any function g e Li(G, X) may be approximated by finite valued functions, 
the rest of the proof is obvious. 
A CHARACTERIZATION OF B(F, X) 
Theorem 1. Let f e B(r, X). Then Fn e LiC?, X) and there exists a positive 
number K such that ||.FW||IB ^ K for n = I, 2, 3, . . . . 
P roo f : By assumption there is a vector valued measure // with finite 
variation v, ju is defined on :38(G) and / = //. Thus 
1 1 0 
F„(x) = J wn(y) (x, y) ( J ( - y, y) dp(y)) dy. 
r G 
First we prove 
(2) ( (J wn(y) (x - y, y) dp(y)) dy = J ( J ww(y) (a- - y, y) dy) dp(y). 
f G G r 
The function h(y, y) = wn(y) (x — y, y) is continuous, bounded and with 
compact support, v is a finite measure on G. Hence h is v X dy -integrable 
and also dy x v -integrable. Let x* E X* be a linear continuous functional. 
Then 
x* | ( | wn(y) (x - y, y) dp(y)) dy = J ( J w>n(y) (a; - y, y) dx*p(y) dy = 
r G r G 
= J ( f ^n(y) (a* — 2/, 7) dy) dx*fi(y) = x* J ( J w„(y) (a; — */, y) dy) d/%) 
O I- G r 
a,nd (2) holds true. 
Now, we have 
|-F*||i.B = J \\Fn(x)\\ dx = \\\ J wn(y) (x, y) ( J ( - y, y) d/i(y)) dy\\ dx = 
G G r G 
\ II J ( J tr^y) (a: - y, y) dy) d/i(y)\\ dx = J || J 0.,(a: - y) d/i(y)|| dx ^ 
<; # r G G 
^ \ ( [ I <M* - y) I d%)) da; = f l| 0, | | i dv(y) = \ dv(y) = v(G). 
G G G G 
Theorem 2. Let f be a bounded continuous vector valued function on r. Let 
Fn e L\(G, X), |LFw||ijs ^ K for n = I, 2, 3, . . ., where K is positive. Then 
feB(r,X). 
Proof : Let y e [L\(G) n P(G)] (i. e. to the linear subspace of L\(G) gene-
rated by L\(G) O P(G), where P(G) is the set of all positive-definite scalar 
functions on G). As 
[L,(G) n P(G)] = [Li(r) n P(F)], 
we have 
(p(x) = J y(y) (x, y) dy, where 
r 
(p(y) = j y(x) ( — x, y) dx. 
G 
For n = 1. 2, we define an operator In on [Li(G) n P(G)] with values in 
-Y by the equality 
111 
(3) In(<p) = f <p(x)Fn(x) dx. 
G 
The operator In is clearly linear and uniformly continuous with respect to 
<p e [Li(G) n P(G)] and n = 1, 2, ..., since 
(4) ||/n(o,)|| = || f <p(x)Fn(x) dx\\ < f \<p(x)\ \\Fn(xy\ dx < 
a G 
< |HL. f ||J'.,(a;)|ida;< A'|M„. 
G 
By definition and Lemma 1, we obtain 
In(<p) = | <p(x) ( f wn(y) f(y) (x, y) dy) dx = 
G r 
= | wn(y)f(y)<f(—y)dy. 
r 
Let _M > 0 be an upper bound of/, i. e. \\f(y)\\ ^ J / for y E F. As 
(i) lim wn(y)f(y) <p(—y) = f(y) <p(—y), 
(ii) IK(y)/(r) #(-y)li < M \$(-Y)\, \f\ e M O . 
by the Lebesque theorem, we have \ f(y) <p(—y) dy = lim Itl(y). Xow, we 
denote I(<p) = \ f(y) <p(—y) dy. Thus, In(<p) -> /(<p) for every <p e [L\(G) n 
n P(G)]. By (4), ||/(»|| < K \\<p\\ „ for 9, e [^(o) n P(G)]. 
The operators /% and / can be continuously extended onto [L\{G) C\ P(G)] 
(uniform closure of [L\(G) n P(G)]). These extensions are denoted also by / 7 i , / 
respectively. Evidently, for every <p e [Li(G) n P(G)] 
In(<p) = { <p(x) Fn(x) dx 
G 
and \\In(<p)\\ < K IMU \\I(9)\\ < I^ IML, I«(<?)^ % ) • 
ITsing well known theorems of measure theory, we prove that there exists 
a vector valued measure pt defined on 8ft(G) with finite variation v such that 
H<P) = \ 4>(~y) ( / ( -*> 7) M*)) dy for <p e (UCG) n~P(G)]. 
Let i b e a Borel subset of G. Let <pt e [Li(G) n F(£)], |<pf ^ 1 and ^ 9̂  ^ 
i-l 
^ ^ . Let m be a natural number. Then 
112 
m nt iib 
2 IIMvOII = 2 II / 9i^)Fn{x) dr | | ^ 2 j " IV-WI I I ^ ^ H d x 
г = l г = l G г = l G 
^ J ( 2 M*)! II^( )̂H) d^ ^ J ||^(a?)|| dx ^ K 
G i=l G 
for n = 1, 2 Since 
we have 
Hence, the set 
2l|/(<pť)|| = lim2llI»(«ři)ll< K, 
1=1 Ťlr+CO Í=\ 
2II Iыu < к-
{2 P M H : fi e [ii(o) n P(ö)], M < 1, 2 M < ZA} 
í=l 
is bounded. By Theorem 3, § 19 D i n c u l e a n u [1], the operator 2 is dominated 
and by Theorem 2 of the same paragraph, there exists a vector valued measure 
pt defined on ^?(6?) with finite variation such that 
I((p) = f (pdpt for every (p e [Li(G) n P(G)]. 
licpe [2.1(G) n P(G)], we have 
I(<P) = f <p(x) dju(x) = f (f $(y) (x, y) dy) d/u(x) = 
G G r 
= J #(—y) ( J ( - ^ Y) dMx)) dr-
As [Li(O) n P(C7)] contains ^o(G )̂ (^o(^) denotes the set of all continuous 
functions vanishing at infinity), for 99 e ^o(G) the following holds true: 
I(<P) = f <P(-y)f(Y) dy = J $(-y) (f(-x, y) d^x)) dy. 
r r G 
Since / is continuous, we have 
f(y) = f ( - # , y) d^(a?). 
A CHARACTERIZATION OF ^(2^ X) 
Theorem 3. Let f e A{T, X). Then Fn e L±(G, X) for n = 1,2,.... Moreover, Ftl 
is an Li-convergent sequence. 
113 
Proof . As A(r, X) c B(r,X), by Theorem l,Fn e L±(G, X). By assumption, 
there is a g e L\(G, X) such that / = g. Using Lemma 1, we obtain 
Fn(x) = J wn(y) (x, y) (\(-y, y) g(y) Ay) Ay = 
r G 
= [ &n(x - y) g(y) Ay 
G 
By Lemma 2, for g e L\(G, X) we have 
|| [ &n(x — y) g(y) Ay — g(x)\\1B-+ 0 for n-> co, 
o 
i. e., Fn is an Li-convergent sequence. 
Theorem 4. Let f be a continuous bounded vector valued function on F. If 
Fn e L\(G, X) and {K4w=i
 is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the Bochner 
norm, then f e A(r, X). 
Proof. Evidently, the sequence {Fn}^=1 is bounded. We define an operator In 
on [Li_(G) O P(G)] by (3). In the proof of Theorem 2, we have shown that 
In are linear and uniformly continuous with respect to n = V 2, ... and 
lim In(<p) = I{V) - j <p(-y)f(y) dy. 
As {Fn} is a Cauchy sequence and L\(G, X) is a complete space, there exists 
a function F e Li(G, X) such that \\Fn — F\\iB-+ 0 for n-> oo. Then 
[ Fn(x)cp(x) Ax ~> [ F(x) (p(x) Ax. 
G G 
By Lemma 1 we have 
f F(x) (j $(y) (x, y) dy) dx = j > ( - y ) ({ F(x) (-r, y) dx) dy = 
G r r G 
= f0(-y)%)dy). 
r 
Hence, for every (p e [Li(G) n P(G)], we have proved 





\ <p(~y)f(Y)^r = j <fi~Y)F(y)dy. 
f r 
As [Li(F) n P(F)] is a dense subset of Li(F), we obtain / = F. 
114 
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